
Year 1 2019 

 

The Year 1 teachers arrive at school. They arrive to find that 

nothing has been prepared for the new year- there are boxes 

in the middle of the room, empty display boards, empty 

cupboards and piles of books. When SLT arrive to welcome 

the children back to school they give the classes a two-week 

deadline to prepare their learning environment for an 

inspection by the school ambassadors. The children will make 

decisions about where and how resources should be stored and 

what displays they will put up, justifying their choices. 

Learning the story ‘What if everybody did that?’ will develop 

their understanding of their personal and collective 

responsibilities within the classroom and enable them to write 

and illustrate a class learning charter.  

Please see the attached Home Learning that has been written and explained to your child. We really value the support you show to your child with their home 

learning in order for them to consolidate their Emotional intelligence and thinking skills. The Home Learning will be acknowledged in class by their class teacher. 

Project Vocabulary 
Please ensure your child learns 

these to encourage them to use 

them correctly in school.  

 

unhappy         bear 

faster           dropped 

splashed        running 

loudest          school 

a                    be 

do                  his 

I                    class 

no 

 

 

 

 

Learning Value: Emotional intelligence 

 Acquire a range of social skills and adjust behaviour 

according to context and purpose. 

 Believe in themselves, accept a challenge to take on 

something new and feel proud of their efforts and 

achievements. 

 Name their feelings, talk about these in an open way 

and recognise how these feelings can affect their 

learning. 

In Art:  

Children will explore the class artist and some of 

their work to create a class door label. They will draw 

life-like people illustrating the responsibilities on the 

learning charter and paint faces using colour mixing 

to display with our learning charter. 

In English: 

The children will write labels for the classroom 

forming letters correctly and consistently. They 

will share and join in with ‘What if everybody did 

that?’ linking the story to their own experiences. 

Children will innovate ‘What if everybody did 

that?’ using situations that could occur in class 

to create a class story and write sentences 

explaining when they feel proud or disappointed. 

In PSHE: 

Children will organise the class room and 

resources explaining their choices thinking about 

how they belong to the class community. They 

will use role play and create photographs of 

scenarios where ‘everybody did that’ in the 

classroom to illustrate an understanding of 

shared responsibility for the classroom. We will 

discuss what helps us to learn and agree five 

agreed responsibilities for a class learning 

charter. The children will explore feelings of 

pride and disappointment. 

Key information:  

Home Learning is due: 

Wednesday 12th September 

Outcome - Classroom tour led by 

your child Friday 14th September, 

2.40-3.00 pm.  
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